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Abstrat
We model the spread of a SIS infetion on Small World and random networks using weighted graphs.
The entry wij in the weight matrix W holds information about the transmission probability along the
edge joining node vi and node vj . We use the analogy between the spread of a disease on a network and
a random walk performed on this network to derive a master equation desribing the dynamis of the
proess. We nd onditions under whih an epidemi does not break out and investigate numerially the
eet of a non-symmetri weight distribution of the initially infeted individual on the dynamis of the
disease spread.
Keywords: epidemi models, random walks, SmallWorld networks, SIS model,
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1 Introdution
The study of epidemiologial models has been a subjet of great interest for
many years. The aim is to model the spread of a partiular infetious dis-
ease, reproduing the atual dynamis of the disease and designing strategies
to ontrol and possibly eradiate the infetion. Several approahes to takle this
problem have been undertaken. The majority of epidemi models are based on
a ompartmental model in whih the individuals are grouped aording to their
disease status [1℄, [2℄. The basi models desribe the number of individuals
that are suseptible to (S(t)), infeted with (I(t)) and reovered from (R(t))
a partiular disease at time t. The dierene in responses between individuals,
the inuene of the topologial struture of the system and many other om-
plex aspets of the progression of the disease are negleted in this approah.
Although the simpliity of the model means a loss of information and reality,
it enables us to get a rst glimpse of the inner workings of the dynamis of the
disease spread and makes alulations of threshold values and equilibria pos-
sible. The assumptions of this model lead to two standard sets of dierential
equations that have provided the foundation of the majority of mathematial
epidemiology:
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1) The Suseptible-Infetious-Removed (SIR) model:
dS
dt
= βN − λS − ρS
dI
dt
= λS − δI − ρI
dR
dt
= δI − ρR
(1)
2) The Suseptible-Infetious-Suseptible (SIS) model:
dS
dt
= δI − λS
dI
dt
= λS − δI,
(2)
where N is the population size, β is the birth rate, ρ is the natural death rate,
δ is the reovery rate and λ is the infetion rate. The SIR model is a suitable
model for infetious diseases that onfer lifelong immunity, for example measles
or whooping ough. The SIS model is mainly used to model the spread of sex-
ually transmitted diseases, suh as hlamydia or gonorrhoea, where repeated
infetions are ommon. In these models a random mixing assumption is made:
eah individual has a small and equal hane of oming into ontat with any
other individual. Many modiations to this basi approah have been made to
aount for more heterogeneities. One approah is to further subdivide the pop-
ulation into subpopulations, with dierent mixing rates in these groups. This
means that the parameter β in the above equations is replaed by a matrix,
desribing the transmission of infetion between dierent groups. Nevertheless,
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the random mixing assumption, at least within the subgroups, remains un-
hanged. In reality, however, it is usually the ase that the number of ontats
of an individual is muh smaller than the population size and random mixing
does not our so that the above model an only serve as a relatively rude
approximation. Models that inorporate network struture avoid the need to
rely on the random mixing assumption. They do so by assigning eah person
a xed amount of ontats. Networks thus apture the permanene of intera-
tions. A network (or graph) is omprised of a set of nodes and a set of edges.
An edge is a onnetion (or bond) that links two nodes. Not all nodes in a
network are onneted diretly by one edge. Nodes that are onneted by one
edge are alled neighbors. We introdue following network quantities:
• V = {vi}, the set of nodes.
• E = {eij}, the set of edges. eij is the edge running from node vi to node
vj.
• ki, the degree of node vi, i.e., the number of neighbors of node vi.
• < k >, the average degree of the nodes.
• kmax, the maximum degree found in the network.
• P (k), the degree distribution, i.e., P (k) is the perentage of nodes in the
network that have degree k.
In a network used to model the spread of a SIS infetion, the nodes represent
individuals that are either infeted by or suseptible to the disease under on-
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sideration. Edges represent interations between individuals: The disease an
only spread from one node to the next if there is an edge onneting them. If
we assign a weight ̺ij, representing the probability of node vi to infet node vj,
to eah edge eij, we obtain a weighted graph. The weight matrix W = {wij}
is dened as follows:
wij =
{
̺ij, if node vi is a neighbor of node vj
0, else.
This matrix gives information about the network topology, the relations be-
tween individuals in it and the harateristi of the disease under onsideration.
The use of networks in Mathematial Epidemiology has grown exponentially
sine the middle of the 20th entury. In reent times, starting with the work
of Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani , there has been a burst of ativity on un-
derstanding the eets of the network topology on the rate and pattern of the
disease spread [[3℄[7℄℄. Amongst others the main network types studied are the
following:
1) Regular latties
In regular latties eah vertex is onneted to its k nearest neighbors, to form
either rings (one-dimensional) or grids (two-dimensional) [8℄.
2) Random graphs
The term random graph refers to the disordered nature of the arrangements
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of links between dierent nodes . Erdo¨s and Re´yni (ER), in their rst paper,
proposed a model to generate random graphs with N nodes and K links [9℄.
Starting with N disonnet nodes, these random graphs are generated by on-
neting ouples of randomly seleted nodes, prohibiting multiple onnetions,
until the number of edges is K.
An alternative model for ER graphs is reated by onneting eah pair of nodes
with probability 0 < p < 1. This proedure results in graphs having dier-
ent amount of edges present but the two models show strong similarities and
oinide in the limit of large N. random graphs have degree distribution ap-
proximately Poisson with parameter < k >.
3) Small World networks
The study of dynamial proesses over real networks has pointed out the ex-
istene of shortuts, i.e. links that onnet dierent areas of the graph, thus
speeding up the ommuniation between otherwise distant nodes. This is known
as the Small World property . It is mathematially haraterized by a relatively
short average path length that depends at most logarithmially on the network
size. This property is observed in a variety of real networks inluding random
graphs. To distinguish between random and Small World networks, the Small
World property is often assoiated with the presene of lustering. Watts and
Strogatz have proposed to dene Small World networks as networks having
both, a short average path length (like random graphs) and a high lustering
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oeient [10℄.
4) Sale free networks
Networks that have a power law degree distribution: P (k) ∼ k−γ, 2 < γ < 3
are alled sale free [11℄. In omparison, in a random graph, P (k) deays faster
than exponentially. In sale free networks we often nd a signiant amount
of nodes with very high degree. In the ontext of disease spread on a graph,
these nodes are aptly alled super spreaders. In sale free networks the average
degree < k > is no longer a relevant variable and one expets utuations in
< k2 > to play an important role.
In their work, Shirley and Rushton investigated how the speed of the disease
spread is inuened by ertain topologial harateristis of the graph [12℄.
They found that an epidemi spreads fastest on a sale free network, followed
by random graphs and is slowest on regular latties. Small World graphs lay
in between random and regular graphs. In their model, the transmission prob-
ability between nodes is homogeneous throughout the network, i.e., wij = w.
However, when modelling the spread of a disease on a network one should, along
with omplex topologial features, take into aount heterogeneity in the inten-
sity strength between nodes: not every individual is suseptible to infetion
or apable to infet its neighbors to the same degree. The omplexity in the
apaity and intensity of the onnetions also plays an important role in other
real networks like sienti ollaboration networks, air-transportation networks,
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internet lusters and other large infrastruture systems. Newman showed that
weighted networks an in many ases be analyzed by using a simple mapping
from the weighted graph to an unweighted multi graph and then applying stan-
dard tehniques for unweighted networks [13℄. Simonsen et al. studied diusion
on unweighted and weighted networks and disovered that the eigenvalues of
the transfer matrix desribing the proess an be used to reover large sale
topologial features of the system [14℄[15℄. Most reently, Vasquez introdued
a type-network representation of a Small World weighted graph to take into
aount the population heterogeneity in a very general approah [16℄. He ob-
tained a reursive equation for the probability distribution of the outbreak size
as a funtion of time and demonstrated that the expeted outbreak size and
its progression in time are determined by the largest eigenvalue of a ertain
matrix (reprodutive number matrix) and the harateristi distane between
individuals.
In this work, we fous on the eet of heterogeneities in the transmission prob-
abilities on the dynamis of the disease spread. We use the strong analogy
between the spread of a disease on the network and a random walk performed
on that network to derive a master equation desribing the dynamis of the
proess. We nd onditions under whih an epidemi does not break out and
investigate numerially the eet of a non-symmetri weight distribution on the
dynamis of the disease spread.
This paper is organized as follows: In setion 2, the epidemi models (SIS) is
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desribed. Setion 3 ontains the derivation of the master equation desribing
the dynami proess. Setion 4 is onerned with identifying onditions that
prevent the outbreak of an epidemi. In setion 5, we disuss our numerial
simulations and their results. We lose with an overview of the main results
and a disussion in setion 6.
2 The model
In this paper we will onsider the standard SIS epidemi models without birth
and death on a Small World graph.
2.1 The epidemi model
At eah time t, the population is divided into two ategories: suseptibles,
S(t) ≥ 0, and infetious, I(t) ≥ 0. We normalize so that S(t) + I(t) = 1
for all times t. Suseptible members are virgin territory for the disease, whilst
infetious members are both infeted and apable of infeting others with whom
they are in diret ontat, i.e., their neighbors. After being infeted for time
τInf , an individual returns to the suseptible lass. In this paper we take
τInf = 1.
2.2 The Network
In our networks, the verties of the graph represent the individuals of the pop-
ulation under onsideration, the edges desribe the ontat patterns between
individuals. The adjaeny matrix A of this network is dened by
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aij =
{
1, if node vi and vj are joined by an edge
0, else
and gives information about neighbor relations in the network. Assigning a
weight wij to the edge onneting node vi and node vj, representing the proba-
bilities for the disease to spread from node vi to node vj, will result in a weighted
graph giving information about
1. The network topology desribing the population and the relations between
individuals in it and
2. The harateristis of the disease under onsideration.
This information is enoded in the weight matrix W, dened in the previous
setion.
The weights play the important role of onveying suseptibility and transmis-
sibility levels of individuals. For example, onsider nodes vi and vj with wij
being relatively large in omparison to wji. This ould either mean that node
v′is apability to transmit the disease is very large and v
′
js very low or that node
vi is not very suseptible to transmission of the disease from node vj while vj
an easily ath the disease from vi.
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3 Random Walks and Epidemis
In this setion we will desribe the model implemented to simulate the spread
of an infetious disease throughout a population and derive a master equation
governing the dynamis of the system. The design of the model was inspired by
the work of Alves et al [17℄. There is an strong analogy between the model of
an epidemi on a network and a random walk performed on this network that
an be desribed as follows:
Suppose we want to follow the spread of an SIS epidemi on a soial network.
The individuals of the network are represented as nodes. At eah node we
plae a ertain amount of random walkers. Eah random walker represents
the possibility of an infetion to happen: If a walker moves along the edge eij
from the infeted node vi to the suseptible node vj, node vj has been infeted
with the disease. If no walker moves to vj, the node remains suseptible. The
probability of the walker moving from vi to vj is given by the entry wij of the
weight matrixW. There is an artiial omponent to this model: The number of
walkers plaed at eah node at time t0 depends on the length of our experiment
and the infetion time τinf . Sine eah walker represents the possibility of one
infetion, we need to have a suient amount of walkers at eah node at time
t0 so that we do not 'run out' of walkers (the ability to infet) at some time
t before the end of our experiment. If we want to model the spread of a SIS
infetion for Tmax time steps, we need to plae at least ⌈
Tmax
τinf+1
⌉kj walkers at
node vj. This is to ensure that, when the node is infeted, an infetion an
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happen along eah bond eminating from our node throughout the duration of
the experiment.
Let us dene following quantities:
• Let N = Tmax
∑
j kj be the total number of random walkers partiipating.
(Here, the sum is taken over all nodes.)
• Let W = {wij} be the matrix of transmission probabilities desribed ear-
lier: wij is the probability of infeted individual vi to infet suseptible
individual vj.
• Let I(t) = {Ii(t)}, where
Ii(t) =
{
1 if vi is infected
0 else.
I(t) is alled the infetion matrix. The number of non-zero elements of I(t)
is the total number of infeted individuals at time t.
We model the spread of the infetion through the population via a random walk
performed on the network:
At t = t0, we plae Tmaxki walkers at eah node vi. Eah walker represents
the possibility of an infetion to happen. Choosing Tmaxki walkers (and hene
N = Tmax
∑
j kj) ensures that no node looses the ability to infet its neighbors
(provided the node is infeted) before the maximum number of time steps Tmax
(i.e., the end of the experiment) is reahed. At eah time step t, at a generi
node vi, one of two things may happen:
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1. If node vi is infeted: ki walkers may eah make one move: The walkers
are allowed to move between adjaent verties. What edge, out of the
possible outgoing ones, a walker hooses to move along is piked at random
with probability equal to the weight assigned to this direted edge. If the
walker moves to a suseptible neighboring node, that node will be infeted
with the disease. Walkers from infeted neighboring nodes may enter. After
one time step the status of vi is reset to suseptible (Ii(t−1) = 1, Ii(t) = 0).
2. If node vi is suseptible: No walkers leave vi but walkers from neighbor-
ing infeted nodes may enter. As soon as a walker enters the suseptible
node vi, it is onsidered infeted (Ii(t − 1) = 0, Ii(t) = 1). At the next
time step ki walkers of node vi may move to infet any of the suseptible
neighbors of node vi.
Let us denote by ηi(t) the perentage of walkers at node vi at time t. This is
the quantity that will give us information about the dynamis of the disease
spread. We note following properties of ηi(t):
• If node vi is suseptible at time t, ηi(t+1)−ηi(t) >= 0 and the larger this
dierene is, the more suseptible to infetion is the node.
• If node vi is infeted at time t, walkers are leaving but may also enter from
neighboring nodes so ηi(t+1)− ηi(t) does not give any useful information.
• The hange in walker density from time t to time t+ 1 for the suseptible
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node vi satises:
0 ≤ |ηi(t+ 1)− ηi(t)| ≤
∑
m∈Neighi
km∑
j kj
.
If
0 ≤ |ηi(t+ 1)− ηi(t)| =
∑
m∈Neighi
km∑
j kj
,
all neighboring nodes are infeted and all walkers from those nodes move
to vi.
• The hange in walker density from time t to time t+1 for the infeted node
vi satises:
0 ≤ |ηi(t+ 1)− ηi(t)| ≤
ki∑
j kj
.
If
0 ≤ |ηi(t+ 1)− ηi(t)| =
ki∑
j kj
,
all ki walkers leave node vi and no walkers enter.
• Hene, for a generi node vi, we have
0 ≤ |ηi(t+ 1)− ηi(t)| ≤
∑
m∈Neighi
kmax∑
j kj
+
kmax∑
j kj
=
1∑
j kj
[kmax
2 + kmax] (3)
• Nodes that are extremely suseptible to infetion at time t have large |ηi(t+
1)−ηi(t)| values (>>
ki∑
j kj
). Infeted nodes that satisfy |ηi(t+1)−ηi(t)| ≈
ki∑
j kj
, are very infetuous. Hene |ηi(t+1)− ηi(t)| quanties the extend to
whih node vi partiipates in the spread of the disease under onsideration.
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• Sine the infetion time τinf is one and |ηi(t+1)− ηi(t)| ≤
∑
m∈Ni
km∑
j kj
+
ki∑
j kj
, for Tmax ≥ 3, we have
1
:
ηi(Tmax) ≤
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
(Tmax − 3)
2
⌉)kmax + ⌈
(Tmax − 2)
2
⌉(kmax)
2
]
and for Tmax ≥ 1:
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
Tmax
2
⌉)kmax + ⌊
Tmax
2
⌋
]
≤ ηi(Tmax)
• From the derivation of these bounds, we an onlude that a generi node
vi satises:
1∑
m km
[
(t−⌈
t
2
⌉)kmax+⌊
t
2
⌋
]
≤ ηi(t) ≤
1∑
m km
[
(t−⌈
(t− 3)
2
⌉)kmax+⌈
(t− 2)
2
⌉(kmax)
2
]
• Nodes with large ηi(Tmax) values have been infeted with great intensity
but have transmitted the disease with low frequeny.
• Nodes with small ηi(Tmax) values have rarely been infeted themselves but
if infeted have ontrated the disease to many of their neighbors.
•
∑
i ηi(t) = 1 for all t.
3.1 The Master Equation
We now derive the equation governing the dynamis of the disease spread. This
equation is alled the master equation. The hange in the walker density is the
dierene between the relative number of walkers entering, J−i (t), and leaving,
J+i (t), the same vertex over the time interval t −→ t+ 1. Hene,
1
See appendix A and B
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ηi(t+ 1) = ηi(t) + J
−
i (t)− J
+
i (t). (4)
For the moment, let us presume that node vi is infeted. Then the edge urrent
on the direted edge from vertex vi to a neighboring vertex vj is given by:
Cij(t) =
ki∑
j kj
wij∑
m∈Neighi
wim
=
ηi(t0)
Tmax
wij∑
m∈Neighi
wim
.
(5)
The edge urrent is the fration of walkers moving along this edge aording
to the weight distribution emanating from that node. Note that
wij∑
m∈Neighi
wim
is the probability of a walker deiding on the edge from vertex vi to vertex vj.
Sine no walkers are leaving if the node is suseptible, we must have:
J−i (t) =
∑
j∈Neighi
Ij(t)Cji (6)
and
J+i (t) =
∑
j∈Neighi
Ii(t)Cij. (7)
and upon substitution into equation (4), we obtain
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ηi(t+ 1) = ηi(t) +
∑
j∈Neighi
Ij(t)Cji −
∑
j∈Neighi
Ii(t)Cij
= ηi(t) +
∑
j∈Neighi
Ij(t)
ηj(t0)
Tmax
wji∑
m∈Neighj
wjm
− Ii(t)
ηi(t0)
Tmax
. (8)
With the matrix T dened as follow:
Tij =
{ wji∑
m∈Neighj
wjm
if vj is a neighbor of vi
0 else,
we an rewrite equation (8) in matrix notation.
η(t+ 1) = η(t) + I(t) ·T
η(t0)
Tmax
− I(t) ·
η(t0)
Tmax
= η(t0) +
1
Tmax
(
t∑
τ=t0
I(τ)) ·Tη(t0)− (
t∑
τ=t0
I(τ)) · η(t0)
= η(t0) +
1
Tmax
(
t∑
τ=t0
I(τ)) · (Tη(t0)− η(t0)). (9)
Equation (9) is the desired master equation. This equation governs the dynam-
is of the disease spread. We an see that η(t+1) depends on the initial walker
distribution, the sum of the infetion matries from time t0 to t, whih tells us
whih nodes have not been infeted yet and the matrix T, whih is alled the
transfer matrix.
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4 Conditions for non-outbreak
If η(t + 1) ≈ η(t0) for all t, an outbreak of the epidemi does not take plae.
From equation (9) we an see that this is the ase if either
1.
∑t
τ=t0
I(τ) ≈ 0
or
2. Tη(t0) ≈ η(t0).
In this paper we will onentrate on the rst ondition. We investigate how
the distribution of inoming and outgoing weights of the initial node eets
the dynamis of the disease spread. We dene a weighted dierene Di and
a nodal entropy Si to quantify the dierene between inoming and outgoing
transmission probabilities of a generi node vi. There are two ways in whih
ondition 1 an be realized:
1) The epidemi does not break out: either non or relatively few neighbors of
the initially infeted node get infeted by it and they, in turn, do not infet a
signiant number of their neighbors until, after a short number of time steps,
there are no infeted individuals in the population. This happens if the majority
of the transmission probabilities stay below the threshold value of the network.
2) Infetion of suseptible individuals takes plae over a long period of time but
infeted individuals stay loalized around the initially infeted node.
To investigate when this may happen, we introdue the following dierene
measure: For node vi, we dene
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Di =
∑
j∈Neighi
(wij − wji)
ki
;
i.e., Di desribes the dierene between outgoing (wij) and inoming (wji)
transmission probabilities of node vi. If Di < 0, the sum of the outgoing
weights is smaller than the sum of inoming weights and vie versa if Di > 0.
Nodes withDi < 0 are more likely to be infeted often but infet their neighbors
with low intensity. Nodes with Di > 0 are more infetious but less suseptible
to infetion. We expet some sort of loalization of the disease spread around
the initial node v1 to our if D1 ≪ 0 and the average of the weights of the
other nodes are suiently small. Let us also dene an entropy desribing the
diversity of the dierenes of inoming and outgoing weights of a node:
Let
Pi(d) = % of edges eij of node vi with wij − wji = d
.
Then Pi(d) is a probability distribution on the dierenes of inoming and
outgoing weights of node vi (i.e.,
∑
d Pi(d) = 1 for all i) and we utilize this
distribution by dening the following nodal entropy in the standard way: At
node vi, we let
SDi = −
∑
d
Pi(d)log(Pi(d)).
SDi gives information about the disorder of these dierenes: The larger the
value of SDi , the large the variety of dierenes in inoming and outgoing
weights.
5 Numerial investigation on a Small World Graph
5.1 The network
We reate a Small World graph in the following way: N points lying in the
square [0, 1]× [0, 1] are randomly seleted. These points represent our popula-
tion. We hoose the following network dening quantities:
• r: The short distane radius
• pr: The probability of short distane bond formation
• R: The long distane radius
• pR: The probability of long distane bond formation
• wr: The transmission probability along short distane bonds.
• wR: The transmission probability along short distane bonds.
Points lying a distane less than r away from eah other are onneted with
probability pr. Points lying a distane more than R away from eah other are
onneted with probability pR. Transmission of the disease along short distane
bonds ours with probability pr, transmission along long distane bonds ours
with probability pR.
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5.2 Sensitivity to initial onditions
To see when
∑t
τ=t0
I(τ) ≈ 0, let us set up our Small World graph as follows:
The population size N is 2000. All transmission probabilities aross bonds,
regardless of the nature of the bond, exept for node one, are held xed at
3% (i.e., pr = pR). This value is hosen beause our numerial simulations
with homogeneous transmission probabilities showed that an epidemi does
rarely break out for values around 3% We will look at two dierent senarios
to evaluate the inuene of long distane onnetions in the network:
1. pR is hosen small enough so that the average long distane degree of a
node lies at 0.09 (Small world graph).
2. pR = 0, no long distane onnetions are permitted (random graph).
pr is hosen so that the average short distane degree is 25. Node one, the
initially infeted, has degree k1 = 20 with 19 short distane onnetions and
one long distane onnetion in ase one and 20 onnetions in ase 2. We dene
the partiipation ratio PR(t) at time t as the perentage of the population that
has been infeted at least one during the time interval [0, t] and the diameter
Diam(t) as the maximum distane from the initially infeted node where an
infeted individual an be found during the time interval [0, t]. We investigate
how the diameter and the partiipation ratio hange with varying D1 and S
D
1
values, i.e. how the non-symmetry of the transmission probabilities of the initial
node and the extend to whih it is not symmetri eet the dynamis of the
epidemi. The diameter and partiipation ratio are measured at the last time
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step Tmax. Tmax is hosen large enough so that either the epidemi has spread
through all the population, resulting in a maximal diameter and partiipation
ratio, an equilibrium is reahed (partiipation ratio and diameter approah
some limit) or the epidemi has died out for some t < Tmax. Our numerial
simulations resulted in gure number 1.
We an see that the plots look very similar for graphs without long distane
onnetions and Small World graphs. As expeted, the introdution of long
distane onnetions between nodes drives up the diameter and partiipation
ratio.
We note that the plots of the diameter and partiipation ratio in both ases
are almost symmetri about the line D1 = 0. For small values of S
D
1 we
observe a basin around D1 = 0: diameter and partiipation ratio stay low
as we hoped. But note that, as SD1 inreases, the behavior around D1 ≈ 0
beomes inreasingly errati and unpreditable. As we move away from D1 ≈ 0
regions but stay in areas where SD1 is relatively low, the diameter inreases.
We an see that the infetion reahes the outskirts of our domain [0, 1]× [0, 1].
partiipation ratios limb as high as 40%. Again, as SD1 inreases we notie the
smoothness of the plots breaking and see disorder taking over. Looking at the
partiipation ratio plots we notie an oddity: At D1 ≈ 0.4 and S
D
1 ≈ 0.65 we
see a sharp spike muh higher than any surrounding partiipation ratio values.
This behavior is surprising and needs further investigation.
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6 Results and Disussion
We have used the analogy between the spread of a disease on a network and a
random walk performed on this network to derive a master equation desribing
the dynamis of the proess. We found two onditions under whih an epi-
demi does not break out. One of these onditions strongly depends on the
transmission probabilities of the initial node. This lead to the onsideration
of a non-symmetri weight matrix W. The majority of researh onerning
epidemi modeling on networks assumes that the transmission probability ma-
trix W is symmetri. This means that node vi infets neighboring node vj
with the same probability as node vj infets node vi. We have foused on a
more realisti setting where we take into aount the heterogeneity in the in-
tensity strength between nodes, i.e., a non-symmetri weight matrix W. In
partiular, we fous on the initially infeted individual showing these hetero-
geneities, leaving all other nodes with homogeneous transmission probabilities.
We hose these small enough so that in ase of a fully homogeneous network
an epidemi would not break out. We numerially investigated the eet of
the non-homogeneous weight distribution of the initial node. To quantify the
heterogeneity in transmission probabilities, we dened two nodal quantities:
1. The dierene Di =
∑
j∈Neighi
(wij−wji)
ki
, desribes the dierene between out-
going (wij) and inoming (wji) transmission probabilities of node vi.
2. The entropy SDi = −
∑
d Pi(d)log(Pi(d)), where
Pi(d) = % of edges eij of node vi with wij − wji = d,
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desribing the disorder in the dierenes d.
Through our numerial simulations we obtained surfae proles of diameter
and partiipation ratio for a variety of D1 and S
D
1 values for graphs with long
distane onnetions and without. Graphs without long distane onnetions
are just random graphs. Introdution of long distane onnetions reates Small
World graphs. We obtained the following results:
• The quasi-symmetry aroundD1 ≈ 0 for low S
D
1 values shows that regardless
of whether inoming weights of node 1 are larger than outgoing or vie versa,
the dynamis of the disease spread is very similar.
• An inrease in SD1 values leads to a breakdown of symmetry and unpre-
ditable dynamis. This breakdown of symmetry ours at SD1 values about
0.5.
In summary, we have shown that the introdution of even very few non-symmetri
transmission probabilities along edges of an otherwise homogeneous network
hanges the dynami of the disease spread. For a larger disorder in the dif-
ferenes between inoming and outgoing weights of the initially infeted, the
dynamis beomes unpreditable. The threshold value of this disorder measured
by the entropy SD1 lies at about 0.5. It is quite apparent that a realisti model
of the spread of an infetious disease throughout a population should take into
onsideration the heterogeneities in transmission probabilities between individ-
uals. We have taken a step towards this diretion by investigating the eet of
the introdution of a single node with heterogeneous transmission probabilities.
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Further researh opportunities present themselves. One should investigate the
eet of heterogeneities in more than one node. One should try and nd a mea-
sure quantifying the extend of anti-symmetry in the network as a whole and
investigate if there exist ertain threshold values determining if an epidemi
breaks out or not. We also plan to analyze the seond ondition for a non-
outbreak found in this paper. This will involve a thorough investigation of the
properties of the transfer matrix T . Another diretion of researh would be to
run the simulation on salefree networks to see if we nd the same symmetry
about D1 = 0, if a breakdown of this symmetry ours and if so, what the S
D
1
threshold value is.
Network analysis in the ontext of epidemi modelling has helped us reate more
realisti settings to investigate the spread of infetious diseases throughout a
population. The study of non-symmetri weight matries may prove useful
in reating even more realisti models taking into aount the variability of
transmission probability between individuals of the population and ould lead
to more aurate threshold values prediting the outbreak of an epidemi, hene
enabling us to develop better methods to prevent or eradiate the disease at
hand.
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7 Appendix
7.1 A
Derivation of lower bound
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
Tmax
2
⌉)kmax + ⌊
Tmax
2
⌋
]
≤ ηi(Tmax)
First, we make some observations:
τinf = 1 means that a generi node vi an be infeted by its neighbor at most
every seond time step. Sine a node an only loose walkers when it is infeted
and node vin is the only infeted individual at time t0, we onlude that vin is
the node that potentially has the least number of walkers at time Tmax. We
also need to assume that node vin is of maximum degree kmax. The following
hain of events will result in node vin having the smallest number of walkers at
the end of the experiment:
• Time t0: vin is infeted, vj is suseptible.
ηin(t0) = Tmax
kmax∑
m km
.
• Time t1: All kin = kmax walkers leave vin.
ηin(t1) = (Tmax − 1)
kmax∑
m km,
vinturns suseptible.
• Time t2: To keep loosing walkers at the largest rate, the node needs to
be infeted at every seond time step. We assume that only one walker
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auses the infetion at eah time, keeping the amount of walkers entering
at a minimum.
ηin(t2) = (Tmax − 1)
kmax∑
m km
+ 1∑
m km
.
• When infeted, the node looses all kin walkers in the next time interval.
ηin(t3) = (Tmax − 2)
kmax∑
m km
+ 1∑
m km
.
• When suseptible, one walker enters, ausing infetion.
ηin(t4) = (Tmax − 2)
kmax∑
m km
+ 2 1∑
m km
...
• Hene, for t = Tmax, we obtain:
ηin(Tmax) =
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
Tmax
2
⌉)kmax + ⌊
Tmax
2
⌋
]
.
7.2 B
Derivation of upper bound
ηi(Tmax) ≤
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
(Tmax − 3)
2
⌉)kmax + ⌈
(Tmax − 2)
2
⌉(kmax)
2
]
Let vj be a neighbor of the initially infeted individual vin. If we assume that vj
and all its neighbors are of maximum degree kmax and notie that only walkers
sitting at infeted nodes an move, we onlude that the most walkers an
aumulate at a node vj, neighbor to vin. The following hain of events will
result in vj obtaining the largest number of walkers over the time span of the
experiment:
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• Time t0: vin is infeted, vj is suseptible.
ηj(t0) = Tmax
kmax∑
m km
.
• Time t1: All walkers leave node vin and move to node vj. Node vj gets
infeted. Node vin turns suseptible.
ηj(t1) = (Tmax + 1)
kmax∑
m km
.
• Time t2: All kmax walkers leave node vj:
ηj(t2) = (Tmax)
kmax∑
m km
,
infeting eah neighbor. The node returns to the state of suseptibility .
• Time t3: Assuming that all walkers of all infeted neighboring nodes will
move to vj, we obtain:
ηj(t3) = (Tmax)
kmax∑
m km
+
∑
i∈Nj
ki∑
m km
= (Tmax)
kmax∑
m km
+
(kmax)
2∑
m km
,
sine we assumed all neighbors of vj to be of maximum degree.
• We now assume that step 2 and 3 repeat until the end of the experiment.
• Time t4:
(Tmax − 1)
kmax∑
m km
+
(kmax)
2∑
m km
.
• Time t5:
(Tmax − 1)
kmax∑
m km
+ 2
(kmax)
2∑
m km
...
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•ηj(Tmax) =
1∑
m km
[
(Tmax − ⌈
(Tmax − 3)
2
⌉)kmax + ⌈
(Tmax − 2)
2
⌉(kmax)
2
]
.
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